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• BlackBerry Dynamics – Baldeep Dogra
• The HSBC Story – Rupert Kennedy-Alexander
• Q&A
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According to Gartner…

“Application leaders must embrace many new
ways of interacting with mobile apps to keep
consumers engaged as mobility becomes the
gateway to digital business.”

By 2022…
>70%
of enterprise software
interactions will occur
on mobile

75%
of smartphones used
in the enterprise will be
BYOD

Sources: Mobile Apps and Their Development, December 2016, Gartner, Predicts 2017
Competitive Landscape: Managed Mobility Services, March 2018, Gartner
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Informed Decisions, Anywhere
Create and explore: Qlik Sense on Anything

• Explore, create, and collaborate
on any device

• Responsive mobile design and
touch interaction
• Build once, deploy anywhere:
- desktop, tablet, or mobile devices
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Qlik Sense Mobile
Analytics at the point of decision
• Delivers the power of Qlik Sense in a secure, mobile
optimized experience
• Features both online and offline use
-

Features the the Qlik® Associative Engine running
locally on the device

-

Unrestricted associative exploration and search when
disconnected

• Supports popular EMM/MDM platforms, for device-level
security and governance
• Supports BlackBerry UEM and BlackBerry Dynamics for applevel security and governance on BYOD

• Delivers core Qlik Sense features for mobility, including
responsive design and gesture-based touch interaction
• Available for iOS (online and offline) and Android (online
only)
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A Breakthrough
The Qlik Associative Engine running locally
• The Qlik Associative Engine was originally
designed and optimized for Windows / Intel
platforms
• Increased device power now supports
dynamic inference and calculation locally
• The Qlik Associative Engine has been
decoupled from Windows / Intel, and made
platform agnostic
• Organizations can now utilize edge
computing to bring associative analytics
directly to the point of decision
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Qlik Sense Mobile
Analytics at the point of decision

Qlik Sense – mobile at
its core

The same power,
online and offline

A secure, governed
framework
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A Secure, Governed Framework
Best in class mobile security and management
• Supports popular EMM/MDM platforms including Airwatch, MobileIron and InTune

• Qlik Sense Mobile for BlackBerry app designed for BlackBerry® Dynamics
• Zimperium integration for best in class mobile threat detection
• Robust, server-side security and governance for data, applications, and user
• Dynamic data reduction (section access) ensures users only access the data that they are entitled to use
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Mobile Application Management
BlackBerry Dynamics
• BlackBerry Dynamics provides the foundation
for secure enterprise mobility by offering an
advanced, mature and tested container for
mobile apps.
• Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies are
becoming increasingly common within
organizations.
• Longstanding Qlik Technology partner - Over
200 mutual Fortune 5000 customers globally

Hyper-connected and ultra-secure

The foundation for powerful and
secure mobile apps

• Requirement to rebuild native QSM leveraging
BB SDK, achieving highest level BlackBerry
compliance and certification
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Qlik Sense Mobile for BlackBerry
A specially designed version of Qlik Sense Mobile
• Designed for BlackBerry Dynamics Secure
Mobility Platform

• A secure containerized app supporting
“Bring Your Own” personal iOS devices
• Works on iPhone and iPad, offline and
online

• Available now at
marketplace.blackberry.com/apps and
iTunes App Store
• Offered on an annual subscription basis

Qlik Sense Mobile for BlackBerry®
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Today’s native apps….
Not built for business users

• Inferior UIs
• Slow workflows
Windows
Android
iOS
macOS

Limited user experience

• Limited to basic features
• Doesn’t offer a desktop experience
Lack security

• Risk of data leakage
• Fail to separate corporate and personal data
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BlackBerry Dynamics
A single platform for your apps
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BlackBerry Dynamics
Apps portfolio

• Complete all-inone business
solution

WORK
All-in-one email,
calendar, contacts,
docs

SHARE
Corporate file share
repositories

ACCESS
Intranets,
corporate web
apps

NOTES
Note-taking

CONNECT
Instant messaging
and file share

TASKS
Organized to-do
list

• Integrates with
Microsoft
solutions

EDIT
Full document
editing

Enterprise BRIDGE
Secure productivity
on Microsoft Office
apps

• Corporate data
secured

• Superior UI,
designed for less
clicks
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BlackBerry Dynamics Launcher
Everything you need in one place

•
•
•
•

Your mobile business desktop
Simplifies navigation between
business apps and tasks
Customizable: add and rearrange
other business apps, web apps
Quick action tool to jumpstart
common tasks
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BlackBerry Work
Faster way to get work done, securely

Rich inbox with presence
& photos

Business-class calendar

Contacts: VIP, team,
message history

1-click actions to edit
content and docs

VPN-less intranet
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Digital Finance Capability
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2019 Strategy
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Persona-based approach
Ensure answers to 6 critical business questions
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HSBC
Minimum Security Requirements
• Secure Application Provisioning
• Secure Container Encryption
- Communication
- File management

• Device control (app)
• Data Loss/Leakage Controls
• Auditing & Compliance controls
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HSBC and Qlik Sense Mobile for BlackBerry
Why Mobile Offline is critical
• Audience
- Senior executives within finance
- CFO of businesses
- Heads of finance departments
• Work profile
- Frequent travellers with only iPad or similar devices
with limited or no connectivity
- Require offline capability to review and analyse MI
reports during this time.
• Performance
- Latency can be a concern when travelling to remote
places Having local stored data removes latency
concerns

• Availability
- Access available when system outages occur.
Having data even when it is stale is more important
than the latest data set.
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Takeaways
Questions to think about….
1. Could you confidently roll out Mobile BI to your workforce without
first deploying a EMM/MDM/MAM platform?
2. Think about the correct technology for your organization to achieve
this? It’s all dependant upon whether you deploy corporate devices,
or wish to leverage personal ones? Or a hybrid approach?
3. Would offline BI make a difference? Or is the UX of a mobile app
valuable too?
•

Visit the booth for a demo of Qlik Sense Mobile on BlackBerry
• Download the app from the iTunes AppStore
• Contact Qlik or BlackBerry for further information
Greg Merten: gmerten@blackberry.com | Marcus Adams: marcus.adams@qlik.com23

Q&A

Thank You
Want to learn more? Check out these resources:

Stay in the know on Qlik product
innovations. Register for our quarterly
webinar series.

Connect with Qlik enthusiasts around the
world. Learn, share and explore.
Register today.

qlik.com/QlikInsider

community.qlik.com

Breakout Session
Survey
We strive to improve the event each
year and are interested in hearing
your feedback on this session.
To access the session survey please
log into the mobile app and click this
session on your personal agenda.

Click the Survey button in the top
menu to complete the survey.
We thank you in advance!
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Thank You

